
YOU KNOW HOW they say if you ride a motorcycle long enough you’ll
go down? I have never accepted the truth-value of that statement.
Certainly, Risk x Miles = Exposure. But to go around thinking that
falling is inevitable creates an expectation to be fulfilled, if only
subconsciously. I will not go down because I will it so. Or at least I did.

Three weeks ago I borrowed Ducati’s latest piston-powered codpiece,
the XDiavel S ($22,995), to use as a get-around bike in Los Angeles.
And despite my Nietzschean mastery of fate, I let the thing get the
better of me at an intersection in downtown Santa Monica. Not
dropped so much as gently laid down, without a scratch. But oh my
God was it embarrassing. I wanted to crawl up in my borrowed $1,500
helmet and hide.

That’s the other thing: I was on my way from a speaking engagement,
and I was wearing a gray check Brooks Brothers suit, which typically
have little Kevlar in them.
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2016 Ducati XDiavel S: A Bruiser-
Cruiser of a Motorbike
The Ducati XDiavel S cruiser motorcycle pulls like a 16-hog chariot at full torque. Dan Neil
takes it for a test ride—and mishaps ensue
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LOW RIDER The Ducati XDiavel S is a naked bike, lacking amenities such as a windshield and
aero fairing. PHOTO: DUCATI
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As you will see later, I bravely lay all the blame on the bike’s throttle-
by-wire ride-mode calibrations and the ungentle clack of the 1,262cc
L-win below 3,000 rpm. That’s not so much a liability of these giant Vs,
chattering with Ducati’s signature desmodromic valvetrain, as their
sought-after essence. That’s how you know they are Ducatis.

To the City
of Santa
Monica,
you’re
welcome.
Few things
bring
Americans
together—
wealthy and
homeless,
gay and
straight,
vegan and

very vegan—like the sight of a rich noob falling off his obviously
overcompensating motorcycle.

This could be an experiment in a social-psychology class. Two cases:
In one, a young girl in a summer dress loses the handle on her Vespa.
Time stops. Everyone’s heart is in their throats. Horror, concern!
Sidewalk heroics.

2016 DUCATI XDIAVEL S

2016 Ducati Xdiavel S PHOTO: DUCATI

Price, as tested: $22,995

Powertrain: Naturally aspirated 1,263-cc 90-degree L-Twin engine with twin-spark ignition
and desmodromic variable valve timing; six-speed sequential gearbox; belt final drive.

Power/torque: 156 at 9,500 rpm/95 lb-ft at 5,000 rpm

Wheelbase/weight: 63.58 inches/545 pounds

Seat height: 29.7 inches

0-60 mph: <5 seconds
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In the other, a man in a business suit stumbles gracelessly off his
massive luxury sport bike. In this scenario, bystander concern is
replaced with giddy schadenfreude. If enough people have exactly the
same thought at the same time with sufficient force, you can actually
hear it, as I did: dork.

It wasn’t as if nobody was looking. Aesthetically, the XDiavel S
commands your attention like a slingshot pointed at your face. This is
Ducati’s entry in the growing bruiser-cruiser segment. These are big
toys—usually 600 pounds or more—for not-fully-baked boys with
upwards of $20,000 to fall off of.

As compared to full-on sport bikes, cruiser-bike anatomy is longer,
heavier, lower saddle, way more fork rake, fat back tires and forward-
position foot pegs, the last sort of by definition. It’s a comfortable and,
yes, badass way to sit on a motorcycle, no doubt. But however pleasant
the saddle, these are naked bikes, without windshields or aero fairing.
Range is determined not so much by gallons in the tank but bugs in the
teeth.

These

dreadnaughts vary depending on the designs’ relationship to
modernity. One subset hews to the neo-traditionalism of Harley-
Davidson, like the new Indian Chief, or the Yamaha XV1900. The next
category could be called retro-modernism, bikes with high-tech
streaks over the classic big-cruiser ligature, a la Victory Motorcycles.
Then there are the tart expressions of European brands, like the
Triumph Rocket III and Moto Guzzi Eldorado, with its inimitable
transverse-mounted V-twin engine.

The XDiavel S—a constructivist collage of heat-purpled alloys and
black-hearted masculinity, technical surfaces and primitive urges—

‘The XDiavel S commands attention like a slingshot pointed at
your face. ’
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looks like a time traveler, a bike from a future where Italian dudes
really, really lay out the vibe.

The X could stand for extra large. The XDiavel S sits on a 63.6-inch
wheelbase, 1.36 inches longer than that of the majestic Diavel sport
cruiser. Or extra low. XDiavel S is the proverbial regimental soldier,
with a seat height of only 29.7 inches, nearly 3 inches lower than the
Diavel. Or X rated. The XDiavel S front fork rake reclines seductively
at 30 degrees, 2 more than its sibling.

All of which
imbues the
XDiavel S
with an even
lower center
of gravity
and greater
stability and
makes my
bobble all
the more
shameful.

Ah well, in
fairness to me, these bikes can be a little truculent at walking speeds. I
was turning right at the intersection, waiting for pedestrians to cross,
and commenced to ease on the throttle when a last chicken decided to
cross the road. I touched the front brake lever, the stupendous
Brembo M50 caliper bit, the engine died, and the 545-pound bike fell
over between my legs like a rifled buffalo.

I managed to keep to my feet and save the Brooks Brothers, but you
can imagine what was going on inside my helmet. My own shouted
curses deafened me. All the adrenaline taps opened and I deadlifted
the bike upright, threw a leg over and thumbed the Start button and
held my breath.

Several asthmatic, high-compression turns of the crank later, the
engine lit, its brattiness unabashed. I gave it the gun and tore away
from the scene, nearly swinging wide before I got fully in the saddle.

I was still fuming when I laid into the throttle joining the I-10 East
with more lean angle than is prudent for a man in a suit. The
Testastretta L-Twin pounced at the chance to accelerate, and the
waste-y, frapping exhaust note grew taut and urgent. From half-twist
to full-twist in second gear, the XDiavel pulls like a 16-hog chariot at
full torque (95 lb-ft). I wrung it out two, three seconds, trying to touch
the 9,000-rpm redline, my two-vent flapping like a hurricane
pennants, before I had to shut it down. X’ing hell.

As fans of the brand know, Ducati’s elaborate ride-by-wire system,
now aided by a gyroscope-like sensor called an IMU, provides for three
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separate
ride modes
—Urban,
Sport or
Touring—
with anti-
lock
braking,
stability
control,
wheelie
control,
launch
control,

everything but bladder control.

And I was just toggling through these menus on the bike’s TFT display
when a shirtless kid wearing a Swedish-flag helmet ripped past me,
splitting lanes at 80 mph on a Chinese sport bike.

Wait, no! I’m in Urban mode! I need time to recalibrate! No problem,
though: The Ducati saw him too. We ducked between the endless rows
of cars and I rolled on. Engine vibration blurred the mirrors.

But I suddenly thought better of it. No, I will fall no more forever.
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